
LGSVL Simulator License Terms 
Disallow - means separate agreement required 
 

1. Allow to use simulator without any restrictions for free. Except cases when you run 
modified simulator version in the cloud to offer services for 3rd party. 

2. Allow to modify simulator code without any restrictions 
3. Allow to produce a derivative work, but derivative should follow the same restrictions. 

Allow to Use the Simulator AS-IS or with modification to generate a set of data for 
their own R&D purpose. 
Disallow to sell the data generate by simulator. Aka sell 3D environments, car 
models, HD maps, images, LiDAR scans and etc. 

4. Allow to distribute the Simulator AS-IS (in source code form or binary, AS-IS means 
“without modifications”) for any purpose (including commercial and non-commercial). 
Allow distribute modified version of Simulator for non-commercial purposes. 
Allow to include the Simulator into commercial AD solution which connects to 
revenue generation, as long as unmodified version from Simulator is provided. 
Disallow to distribute the Simulator with modification (as source code or by rebuilding 
binaries from the code) for commercial purposes. 

a. In order to use SVL simulator with modification for their commercial purpose, 
they need to contact LGSVL and discuss. Basically, a separate license is 
needed. 

b. This is an interim solution for the customer to use simulator, but eventually the 
modification  

c. needs to be merged into the SVL simulator mainstream. 

FAQ 
1. Can I use LGSVL simulator for R&D purpose for free? 

○ Yes 
2. Can I use LGSVL simulator to develop products and/or services that I sell? 

○ Yes with unmodified version 
○ Yes with modified version, unless you are charging for Simulator. 

3. Can I use LGSVL simulator to show demos to my clients and customers? 
○ Yes. 

4. Can I use LGSVL simulator for CI with cloud integration? 
○ Yes with unmodified version 
○ Yes with modified version unless you are selling Simulation services 

5. Can I generate data for DNN training and use trained model for commercial 
purposes? 

○ Yes 
6. Can I sell the data generated by the simulator? 

○ No. The data generated by the simulator cannot be sold to 3rd parties without 
separate agreement. 

7. What is the difference in terms of features between the binary release version from 
LGSVL and the binary built from the source code? 

○ Source code follows only LGSVL license terms only 
○ Binary version follows a superset of LGSVL and Unity3D license terms 

8. Do I need a Unity License to run the simulator? 



○ You do not need to have Unity3D license to run our binary distribution 
○ Yes for building from our source code, modified or unmodified. The license 

needed will follow Unity’s guidelines based on your organization. 
 


